
Transaction Explorer

Transaction Explorer empowers banks to conduct complex 
financial thematic investigations more efficiently and effectively. 
The platform allows investigators to make pattern-based queries 
across billions of transactions, from multiple focal points, to 
understand patterns of behaviours, trends and potential risk. By 
integrating transactional analysis with a network view, the 
platform presents rich detail about your customers and 
transactions in one place, visualizing the relevant relationships and 
behaviors to provide context for faster, more accurate decisions.

By connecting data across multiple sources and creating contextual 
visualizations, the platform simplifies tasks for investigators, who 
can more easily understand the flow of funds, see the relationships 
between entities and identify otherwise hidden linkages that may 
have been difficult to establish previously.

Overview

Transaction Explorer

Contextual intelligence for high 
volume thematic investigations  



About Quantexa
Quantexa’s Contextual Decision Intelligence is a new approach to data that gives organizations the ability to 
connect internal and external data sets to provide a single view, enriched with intelligence about the 
relationships between people, places and organizations. Our platform dynamically generates the context 
needed to automate millions of operational decisions, at scale, across multiple business units, including Anti-
Money Laundering, Fraud, Credit Risk and Customer Intelligence.

Quantexa is a global business with offices in London, New York, Boston, Belgium, Toronto, Singapore, 
Melbourne and Sydney. For more information, visit: www.quantexa.com

• Real-time search across
billions of records on a
pattern or trend, not just a
known party, to find hidden
linkages.

• Intuitive query builder to
dynamically dive deeper into
transactions of interest

• Automated dashboards and
graphical visualisations allow
investigators to understand
more about counterparties
and patterns of behaviour,
identifying suspicious
payment flows more easily, at
speed.

• Transform a two-dimensional
table into an interactive
network that shows more
intuitive relationships

Transaction Explorer

Consistent investigations: 
Automate labor intensive, 
manual intelligence gathering 
to improve consistency of 
investigative decisioning 
across global teams and free 
up investigators to focus on 
finding true risk 

Efficient & effective:
Search billions of data points 
in seconds to reduce 
investigation time and gain a 
deeper understanding of the 
trends and risks across your 
transactions and customer 
base

Contextual intelligence: 
Create a holistic view of large-
scale investigations and full 
picture of risk not seen 
before, by connecting 
transactional analysis with 
entities & networks, linked to 
third party data

Key Benefits
Innovative Features for Investigators 
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